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Abstract—Parallelization of dynamic programming algorithms is a very well studied topic. In this paper we are interested by an important class of Dynamic Programming problems.
Many results have been presented for this problems class for
the fine grained parallel machines. We proposed an efficient
parallel Coarse-Grained Multicomputer algorithm for a typical
problem of this class. We present here the different possible
execution scenarios of this algorithm and the implementation
results of the most relevant one.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Parallel dynamic programming algorithm design is a very
well studied topic. The goal is to study and define how
to use parallel hardware for the processing of very large
scale dynamic-programming-based solutions. Many parallel
dynamic programming algorithms have been proposed, see
e.g. [8],[9] for a survey. However, the majority of this
algorithms suffer from two major inconveniences :
Efficiency-Portability
:
Compromise
There are either, not portable because they were
derived for too realistic models as systolic and
hypercube models where efficiency of solutions
exclusively depends on the characteristics of these
machines (interconnection networks...), or nonimplementable, because too abstracte as PRAM
(Parallel Random Access Machine) model. Thus,
the design of efficient and portable solution is
nowadays a challenge.
Software-Hardware
:
Gap
Most dynamic programming parallel algorithms
are designed for fine-grained systems and shared
memory machines. However, we witnessed the last
decade a trend (migration) of parallel hardware to
coarse-grained multiprocessor systems [17]. In the
literature of parallel computing this incompatibility,
between parallel algorithms and parallel hardware
trend, is called:"the software-hardware gap" [18]
or "the parallel software barrier" [5]. One of the
mains challenges for researchers in parallel algorithms design is to reduce this gap [18]. One takes

great interest to design efficient parallel algorithms
for coarse-grained multiprocessors.
The most judicious solution for Efficiency-Portability Compromise is to be interested in the same way to the efficiency
and the portability of the parallel algorithms. This requires a
centre model which abstracts the details from low level of the
parallel machines (to increase the portability), without misusing at the point to lead the designers to develop inefficient
algorithms, by hiding to them crucial characteristics of the
machines. It is accordingly that Valiant ([20], [21]) proposed
the famous BSP model (Bulk synchronous parallel model).
The BSP model was refined by Dehne et al [6] to
CGM (Coarse Grained Multicomputer) which is fully coarsegrained1 version of BSP. Experimental results show that
CGM algorithms map well to standard parallel hardware
(Clusters) and exhibit speedups similar to what was predicted
in their analysis [4].
In [14], we have proposed a CGM-based parallel algorithm
for all the dynamic programming problems of the class
presented below (paragraph II-A).
In this paper we present the different possible execution
scenarios of this algorithm and the implementation results
of the most relevant one.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents peleminaries about the problem studied class and
the BSP/CGM algorithms. Section III presents the solution
of the studied problem as calculations of shortest-paths (one
to all) in a weighted multi-levels DAG. A decomposition of
this DAG is detailed in section IV. In section V two CGMexecution scenarios are presented. The task scheduling methods are described in the section VI. The section VI presents
and analyzes the implementation results. A conclusion ends
this paper.

1 coarse-grained

on calculations and communications
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Problem
Matrix chain ordering problem
Optimal binary search tree problem
Optimal convex polygon triangulation problem
Optimal objects parenthetisation problem

II. P RELIMINARIES

Application fields
Scientific computing
Information processing
Computational geometry
Industrial processing

A. Studied problems class
Table I: Some important problems of the studied class.
Dynamic programming is a technique which can be applied
to solve several combinatorial optimization problems. It is
used for a wide range of applications. In this paper we are
interested in a typical dynamic programming problems class.
It’s the class of all combinatorial optimization problems that
can be modelled by (1). The table I shows some important
problems of this class and their application fields.

Algorithm 1: The general structure of Godbole algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6


Init(i)




Cost(i, j) =

7
8

1 ≤ i = j ≤ n.

9

min {Cost(i, k) + Cost(k + 1, j)


i≤k<j


+F (i, k, j)} 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

10
11

(1)
In equation (1), n is the size of the problem, and the values
Init(i) and F (i, j, k) are known or can be easily computed.
The optimal solution of the problem at hand is given by
Cost(1, n). In the function F , F (i, k, j) gives for the subproblem (i, j), the junction cost of the two optimal solutions
of (i, k) and (k + 1, j) in order to produce optimal solution
for (i, j). This function, called union function, depends in the
intrinsic characteristics of concerned problem.
The number of possible solutions for a problem of size n,
is exponential in n: O(4n /n3/2 ). Thus, a solution based on
the direct exhaustive search is very poor. In the early 1970s,
several researchers noted the presence of characteristics, like
optimality and the overlapping sub-problems, in the Matrix
Chain Ordering Problem (MCOP for short). Applying the
technique of dynamic programming, in 1973, Godbole [10]
proposed the first polynomial time solution for the MCOP. It
requires O(n3 ) time steps on O(n2 ) memory size. The structure and the complexity of this solution being independent
of the MCOP union function F , it has become the standard
algorithm for solving all problems that can be modelled by
(1). This is why this algorithm is often said generic algorithm
in the literature. Its general structure is given in Algorithm
1.
Figure 1 shows the form of the n-levels DAG (with n = 4).
As a matter of fact, the Algorithm 1 solves sub-problems,
corresponding to the multi-levels DAG, using a bottom-up
approach. Level by level from the lowest level. It is called
"dynamic programming algorithm". For each treated subproblem the value of its optimal solution is saved in a
table ((n, n) triangular matrix) called "dynamic programming
table".

12
13
14

for i = 1 to n do
Cost(i, i) ← Init(i) ;
end
for d = 2 to n do
for i = 1 to n − d + 1 do
Cost(i, i + d − 1) ← ∞;
for k = i to i + d − 2 do
T emp ← Cost(i, k) + Cost(k + 1, i + d −
1) + F (i, k, i + d − 1);
if Temp< Cost(i,i+d-1) then
Cost(i, i + d − 1) ← T emp ;
end
end
end
end

The calculation of Cost(1, n) involves the resolutions of
all sub-problems (i, j) / 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. The study
of dependency between sub-problems shows that they are
organizable on a n-levels Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG for
short) where
•

•

•

Each node represents a sub-problem. A level d is a set of
nodes representing the sub-problems set {(i, i + d − 1)/
1 ≤ i ≤ n − d + 1}.
An arc from a node representing (i, j) to the one
representing (i0 , j 0 ) means: computing of Cost(i0 , j 0 )
depends on Cost(i, j).
The node with no outgoing arc represents the original
problem to solve, Cost(1, n).

(1,1)

(1,2)

(1,3)

(1,4)

(2,2)

(2,3)

(2,4)

(3,3)

(3,4)

(4,4)

Figure 1: 4-levels DAG schematizing dependencies between different sub-problems involved in the calculation of
Cost(1, 4)
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B. BSP/CGM Algorithms
In the BSP/CGM model a parallel machine is a set of
p processors, each having an own local memory of size
M (M > p) and connected to a router able to deliver
messages in point-to-point fashion2 . A CGM algorithm consists of alternating local computation and global communication rounds. In each communication round each processor
communicate at most O(M/p) data units. M being the
memory space requirement of the sequential algorithm used
in the parallelization process. The design of efficient CGM
algorithm has two main goals : (1) find a good processors
load balancing in most of the computation rounds, and
(2) minimize the number of communication rounds, ideally
independent from the problem size.
III. S HORTEST PATHS IN DYNAMIC G RAPH
The dynamic programming problems are often solved
through the shortest paths problems on weighted DAGs. For
the problems class described in II-A, a graphic model, called
dynamic graph, appeared in [1]. It is noted Dn for a problem
of size n. The Figure 2 shows the dynamic graph Dn for
n = 4. It has the same form of DAG representing the
dependency between subproblem presented above, with an
additional node (0, 0). It is shown in [1] that the calculation
of Cost(i, j) is equivalent to search in Dn the shortest path
from node (0, 0) to (i, j). Denoting by SP (i, j) the length
of this shortest path, the dynamic graph Dn is defined by
1. Set of nodes (vertices)
S = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {(0, 0)}
2. Set of edges which is the union of two edges subsets:
Unit edges: {(i, j) −→ (i, j + 1) : 1 ≤ i ≤ j < n} ∪ {(i, j) ↑
(i − 1, j) : 1 < i ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {(0, 0) % (i, i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
Jumps: {(i, j) =⇒ (i, t) : 1 < i ≤ j < t − 1 < n} ∪
{(s, t) ⇑ (i, t) : 1 ≤ i < s − 1 < t ≤ n}

(0,0)

(4,4)

Figure 2: Dynamic graph D4

the calculation of the shortest paths from (0, 0) to others
vertices in a dynamic graph Dn . Diagonal after diagonal,
from left to right. A table called Shortest Paths Matrix3 ,
SP (n, n), is used to save in the cell SP (i, j) the shortest
path from node (0, 0) to (i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ j < n.
Given a problem of size n and its corresponding dynamic
graph Dn , it was shown in [1] that:
If the shortest path from (0, 0) to (i, k) contains the jump
(i, j) ⇒ (i, k), then there exists a dual shortest path with the
same cost containing the jump (j + 1, k) ⇑ (i, k).
This is fundamental for our BSP/CGM algorithm. It helps to
avoid computation redundancy of the shortest paths costs in
Dn .
IV. DATA STRUCTURES PARTITIONS
This section presents data structures involved in the construction of the shortest paths (one-to-all) in the weighted
graph Dn , on a Coarse Grained Multicomputer of p processors, each having a local memory of size O(n2 /p). To reach
this goal, we describe the decomposition of the problem in
sub-problems in section IV-A. We study the dependencies
between sub-problems in section IV-B.
A. Decomposition of the problem in sub-problems

3. Weight function w where
w((0, 0) % (i, i)) = 0
if 1 ≤ i ≤ n
w((i, j) → (i, j + 1)) = F (i, j, j + 1)
if 1 ≤ i ≤ j < n
w((i, j) ↑ (i − 1, j)) = F (i − 1, i − 1, j)
if 1 < i ≤ j ≤ n
w((i, j) =⇒ (i, t)) = SP (j + 1, t) + F (i, j, t)
if 1 < i ≤ j < t − 1 < n
w((s, t) ⇑ (i, t)) = SP (i, s − 1) + F (i, s − 1, t)
if 1 ≤ i < s − 1 < t ≤ n
Therefore it’s straightforward to proof that Godbole algorithm presented above (algorithm 1) is equivalent to perform
2 Regardless of the means used (shared memory, networks, hybrid architectures ...). This ensures the generality of the model, i.e. many parallel
architectures can be instances of the abstract machine defined by the BSP /
CGM.

We decompose the graph Dn (hence the matrix SP (n, n))
in p(p + 1)/2 sub-graphs (submatrix of SP) as shown in
Figure 3. Each subgraph of Dn correspond to a submatrix of
SP. Hereafter, We will use indifferently the term “block” to
denote a subgraph or its corresponding submatrix. To localize
blocks, We’ll use the same matrix terminology. By SPij ,
We’ll denote the block (i,j). Let SPij and SPkm be two
blocks of the, decomposition of Dn .
Definition 1: SPij and SPkm are
• on the same line i if i = k
• on the same column j if j = m
• on the same diagonal j − i + 1 if j − i = m − k
Claims 1: The number of blocks is :
• p − i + 1 in line i
• j in column j
3 The

equivalent of dynamic programming table.
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p
SP11 SP12

SP1p

p

SPpp

Figure 3: Partition of the shortest paths matrix SP (n, n) in
blocks SPij

SP1k

SPij

SPhf

(i, i), . . . , (i, j − 1) and (i + 1, j), . . . , (j, j).
Proof: To get the cost of the shortest path to a node
(i, j), we need for each one of its incoming edges: the cost
of the shortest path to the departure node of edge, and, the
weight of this edge.
In a dynamic graph Dn , the edges that arrive on a node (i, j)
come from the set of nodes : G1(i,j) = {(i, i), . . . , (i, j −
1)} ∪ (i + 1, j). The weight of a jump (i, t) ⇒ (i, j)/t < j
is w((i, t) ⇒ (i, j)) = SP (t + 1, j) + F (i, t, j). The
computation of the weight of edges coming from G1(i,j) need
te values of the shortest paths to the nodes (i+1, j), . . . , (j, j)
of column j that we denote G2(i,j) . The valuation of F is
insignificant(O(1)) and requires no communication. Therefore, the calculation of SP (i, j) requires the costs of shortest
paths to the nodes of sets G1(i,j) and G2(i,j) .
Lemma 2: (Weights of jumps to a block)To compute the
weights of jumps from nodes of SPik to nodes of SPij , we
only need the costs of the shortest paths to nodes of SPkj ,
1 ≤ i ≤ k ≤ j.
Proof: The calculation of jumps weights from a set of
successive nodes in the line i, {(i, k), (i, k + 1), . . . , (i, h)},
to a node (i, m)/ i ≤ k < h < m requires only the values of
the shortest path to the nodes {(k + 1, m), . . . , (h + 1, m)}
which is a set of successive nodes of column m. Thus, the
calculation of the jumps weight of any line i0 of block SPi,k ,
i.e. (i0 , (k − 1) × (n/p) + 1), . . . , (i0 , k × (n/p)), to each node
(i0 , j 0 ) of line i0 in block SPi,j , i.e. (i0 , (j − 1) × (n/p) +
1), . . . , (i0 , j 0 ), . . . , (i0 , j × (n/p)), requires only the values
of the shortest path to the nodes set:
{((k − 1) × (n/p) + 2, j 0 ), . . . , (k × (n/p), j 0 )}

Figure 4: Three blocks dependency representations

p − k + 1 in diagonal k
Except the blocks of the first diagonal, which contains
dn2 /2p2 e nodes each, there are (n2 /p2 ) nodes in the rest
of blocks. In fact, the dimension of a block SPij is :
• (n/p, n/p) if (i = j = 1)
• ((n/p) − 1, (n/p) − 1) if (2 ≤ i = j ≤ p)
• ((n/p) + 1, n/p) if (i = 1 and 2 ≤ j ≤ p)
• (n/p, n/p) if (2 ≤ i < j ≤ p)
•

B. Data dependency
Lemma 1: (Nodes dependency). To find the cost of the
shortest path to a node (i, j) in graph Dn , it is necessary
to know the cost of shortest path of each one of nodes

But this set is exactly the set of vertices of column j 0 in block
SPk,j with j 0 in {(j − 1) × (n/p) + 1, (j − 1) × (n/p) +
2, . . . , j × (n/p) − 1, j × (n/p)}. Thus the calculation of
weights jumps of each line in SPi,k requires only the values
of the shortest path of SPk,j nodes.
From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have the following:
Theorem 1: (blocks dependency) The costs of the shortest paths to every node in blocks SPii , . . . , SPi j−1 and
SPi+1 j , . . . , SPjj are necessary for the evaluations of shortest paths to the nodes of SPij .
Figure 4 shows the dependency of SPij on the other
blocks (in bold). The dependency relationship between blocks
shows that those on the same diagonal are independent.
Consequently the evaluation of the shortest paths for nodes
of different blocks of the same diagonal can be carried out
in parallel. The evaluation of the shortest paths to nodes of
a block of a diagonal needs the values of shortest paths of
nodes in blocks of precedent diagonals.
V. BSP/CGM EXECUTION SCENARIOS
We deduce from the dependency relationship between
blocks that a block of a diagonal k can be evaluated after the
evaluations of all blocks (on all diagonals 1, . . . , k − 1) from
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which it depends. The nature of this evaluation (minimum
of values) permits to begin it before ending those of blocks
in diagonal k − 1. Two choices are possible: to begin the
blocks calculation of a diagonal k as soon as possible, or after
calculating blocks of the last diagonal which they depend,
i.e. the diagonal k − 1. Therefore two BSP/CGM execution
scenarios are possible. The progressive calculation scenario,
where the blocks calculation is done gradually, and begins as
soon as possible. The postponed calculation scenario, where
the calculation of each block starts only when all values
which it depends are present.

values in next iterations. In fact at iteration k + 1 two tasks
have to be done :

A. Progressive calculation scenario

Algorithm 2: Upper structure of BSP/CGM progressive
calculation scenario
Input: Virgin Shortest paths matrix (SP (n, n)) stored
on a CGM(n, p). Each processor holds O(n2 /p)
nodes and the initial values of the corresponding
sub-problem
Output: For each processor the values of the shortest
paths (i.e. optimal solutions) for each
sub-problem it holds.
1 for k = 1 to p do
2
Step 1 : Ending of Computation of the values of
the shortest paths to nodes in blocks of diagonal k;
3
Step 2 : Update the values of the shortest paths for
each block of diagonals
(k + 1, k + 2, . . . , min(2(k − 1), p − k + 1));
4
Step3 : Communication of each block SPij , of
diagonal k, to the processors which detain its Upper
and right blocksa
5 end

Theorem 2: After the computation of solutions of each
diagonal h, d(j − i)/2e + 1 ≤ h ≤ j − i + 1, at least two
possible values of the shortest path of each node in block
SPij are valuable.
Proof: To get the cost of the shortest path for the nodes
of a block SPij of the diagonal k = j − i + 1, We will need
for each node to have:
1) the cost of each one of its incoming edges;
2) the cost of the shortest path for the departure nodes of
these edges.
We know that SPij receives edges from blocks SPij 0 with
j 0 ∈ {i, . . . , j − 1}. We know also that the cost of edges
from SPij 0 can be calculated when the values of the shortest
path of SPj 0 j nodes are calculated (by Lemma 2). This is
possible only from the diagonal t/ (t ≥ j 0 − i + 1) and
(t ≥ j − j 0 + 1). This implies that : (t ≥ dj − i/2e + 1).
Thus, after calculating the diagonal h / (t ≤ h ≤ j−i+1), the
blocks (i, h+i−1),(h+i−1, j),(i, j −h+1) and (j −h+1, j)
are calculated. Therefore, two possible values of the shortest
path to each nodes of SPij can be calculated. Those whose
incoming edges are from SPi,h+i−1 and SPi,j−h+1 . There
are two others possible values of the shortest path to each
node of SPi,j . Those correspond to the eventual unit edges
(horizontal and vertical).
The Algorithm 2 is an upper structure of our BSP/CGM
progressive execution scenario. It calculates the optimal cost,
say Cos(1, n), by calculating SP (1, n). It is a succession of p
similar steps (iterations). In each step, all blocks of a diagonal
(called on line diagonal) are processed in parallel. We start
processing the first diagonal, followed by the second and so
on till the last one. Our approach consists of progressively
computing the values of shortest paths to each node of subgraphs (blocks). The evaluation of the shortest path to a
node of a block of diagonal k starts at diagonals dk/2e, the
numbering of diagonal goes from left to right and ranges
from 1 to d. At the end of the computation of blocks on
diagonal k (step 1 of Algorithm 2 at iteration k), each block is
forwarded (step 3 of Algorithm 2 at iteration k) to processors
that need these blocks for updating (step 2 of Algorithm 2)
or for finalizing (step 1 of Algorithm 2) the computations of

1) For each input of a block of a diagonal m, (k + 2 ≤
m ≤ 2k), some new values may be computed and an
update of its temporary values is done (path relaxation
principle [2]). It corresponds to step 2 at the iteration
k + 1 of Algorithm 2.
2) For each entry of a block of a diagonal k + 1, some
new values may be computed and a final update of its
temporary values is done. It corresponds to step 1 at
the iteration k + 1 of Algorithm 2.

a A block SP
ij is Upper to a block SPkm iff (i < k and j = m). A
block SPij is right to a block SPkm iff (i = k and j > m)

At each iteration these treatments are repeated till the iteration p where only step 1 of Algorithm is carried out. At
iteration 1, only steps 1 and 3 are executed. It is not difficult
to observe that computations of values of the shortest paths
(in which jumps from blocks SPik are involved) to block
SPij is equivalent to the sequential matrix multiplication (+,
min)4 of the two matrices SPik and SPkj . Thus, the structure
of Steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 2 are given by Algorithm 3
and Algorithm 4 below.
After the (j-i)th iteration of Algorithm 2, the only paths
which remain to be valuated for nodes in SPij are those
whose last edge is:
i) either a unit edge, (vertical or horizontal)
ii) either an horizontal jump which comes from an internal
node in SPij
iii) or an horizontal jump which comes from a node in SPii .
4 Matrix-multiplication(+,min) is a multiplication of matrices in which
the operations multiplication and summation are replaced by addition and
minimum respectively.
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Algorithm 3: Step 1-Ending of computation of block
SPij at (j-i+1)th iteration
for k = (j − i − 1)(n/p) + 1 to (j − i − 1)(n/p) − 1 do
foreach node s of diagonal k belonging to SPij do
SP(s)← minimum {SP(s), Weights of paths
whose final edge are jumps coming from block
SPii , Weights of paths whose final edges are
internal jumps, Weights of paths whose final
edges are unit edges};
end
end

1
2
3

4
5

Algorithm 4: Step 2-Update of block SPij at (h+1)th
iteration, ( dj − i/2e + 1 ≤ h < j − i + 1)
1
2
3

begin
if h = dj − i/2e + 1 then
V 1 ← matrix-multiplication(+,min)
(SPi,h+i−1 , SPh+i−1,j ) ;

4
5
6
7

8

SPij ← M in(V 1, SPij ) ;
else
V 1 ← matrix-multiplication(+,min)
(SPi,h+i−1 , SPh+i−1,j ) ;
V 2 ← matrix-multiplication(+,min)
(SPi,j−h+1 , SPj−h+1,j );

11
12

The communication phase of the algorithm 5 (Step B ) is
identical to that of the algorithm 2 (Step 3). The difference
lies in the calculation step (algorithm 5 : Step A). This one is
achieved by the algorithm 6 which take, as input, the block
to calculate and the blocks which it depends.
Algorithm 6: Step A-Calculation of block SPij at (j −
i + 1)th iteration of the algorithm 5
1
2

9
10

Algorithm 5: Upper structure of BSP/CGM postponed
calculation scenario
Input: Virgin Shortest paths matrix (SP (n, n)) stored
on a CGM(n, p). Each processor holds O(n2 /p)
nodes and the initial values of the corresponding
sub-problem
Output: For each processor the values of the shortest
paths (i.e. optimal solutions) for each
sub-problem it holds.
1 for k = 1 to p do
2
Step A : Calculation of the shortest path costs of
the blocks of diagonal k;
3
Step B : Communication of block SPij , of on line
diagonal, to the processors which detains Upper
blocks and right blocks;
4 end

SPij ← M in(V 1, V 2, SPij ) ;
end
end

3
4
5

In any case the computation of the weight induced by each
of these paths to a node (i0 , j 0 ) of block SPij need the value
of shortest path from a node (e0 , f 0 ) of the block SPij such
that f 0 − e0 < j 0 − i0 .
In cases (i) and (ii), this value is necessary to compute the
shortest path of the departure node of the last edge. And in
case (iii) this value is necessary for the computation of the
weight of the last edge. Hence the Algorithm 3 (step 1) is
a classical algorithm of the shortest path an block SPij in
which each node can receive a simple edge or a jump from
an internal node in block SPij or in block SPii .
Lemma 3: The time complexity of the Algorithms 3 and
4 is O(n3 /p3 )
Proof: This complexity essentially comes from the sequential multiplication of matrices of size (n/p, n/p).
B. Postponed calculations scenario
This version is similar to the previous one. The treatments
made for the calculation of a block of diagonal k are the
same. However, instead of making them progressively in k/2
parts, one part at each one of the iterations k/2, k/2+1, . . . , k
of the algorithm 2, these treatments are grouped in the
step k. Therefore equivalent of algorithm 2 with postponed
calculations is given by the Algorithm 5.

6

begin
for h = d(j − i/2)e to (j − i) do
Perform Algorithm 4 for the block SPij at (h)th
iteration;
end
Perform Algorithm 3 for the block SPij ;
end
VI. TASK SCHEDULING AND L OAD BALANCING

The algorithm we propose progresses diagonal by diagonal
(from diagonal 1 to diagonal p) to compute the blocks of the
dynamic graph. The maximum number of blocks by diagonal
is p. It diminishes from one diagonal to another. Thus , when
the number of blocks of one line diagonal is less than p, the
choice of processors to carry out the computations is to be
done carefully. The important work to do is to find a mapping
(distribution) that permits to:
1) balance the load between different processors
2) make easier the implementation of the algorithm
3) make easier the prediction of the algorithm cost in
(execution time).
A. Straightforward mapping of the dynamic graph to processors and complexity
The mapping of Figure 5.a fulfils conditions 2 and 3 above.
It consists of assigning the processing of blocks of a line i
to processor Pi . The corresponding communication scheme is
easily implementable. After the evaluation of the block SPij ,
the processor Pi sends it to processors P1 , . . . , Pi−1 . And
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P1

p

SP11 SP12 SP13 SP14

SP1p

SP22 SP23 SP24

SP2p

SP33 SP34

SP3p

P2

P3

SP11 SP12

SP1p

P1

Pi

Pp−2

SPii

SPij

Pp−2
SPp-1 p

Pp−1
Pp

Pp−1

SPp p

Pp

(a)

SPp p

(b)

Figure 5: Mapping of blocks to processors. (a): Straightforward mapping, (b): Alternative bidirectional projection mapping.

after the communication round k, (1 ≤ k ≤ p), processor
Pi waits for a block from every processor Pk+i , . . . , Pp . The
execution time of the algorithm can also be predicted easily.
At step k, ((p − k).(n/p)2 ) data items are exchanged and
each processor executes Algorithms 3 and/or Algorithms 4
every time it receives a block. However, such a mapping
yields unbalanced load between processors. The computation
loads of processor P1 and Pp are O(n3 /p) and O(n/p)3
respectively. To avoid such an unbalanced load, we could
have the temptation to use the random equitable mapping
solution. It consists of randomly distributing the blocks of
each diagonal on p processor with the constraints that the
processors have the number of blocks, i.e. d(p+1)/2e blocks
per processor. The method does not take into account the
data dependency between blocks. It should also suffer of the
irregular interventions of processors during the execution of
the algorithm. It also makes difficult to define communication
scheme between processors and hence the implementation. In
the subsection which follows, we propose another distribution
which take into account the 3 criteria mentioned above, thus
load balancing.
B. Alternative bidirectional projection mapping of the dynamic graph to processors
Here we present a mapping that we call Alternative Bidirectional Projection Mapping. The idea which guides it is
quite simple as shown in Figure 5.b. An arrow from a block
points to the processor to which it is assigned. This approach
yields horizontal and vertical arrows. The blocks of diagonals

are assigned alternatively to the virtual diagonal of processors
(P1 , . . . , Pi , . . . , Pp ), once horizontally and once vertically.
The way the blocks are assigned to processors can be
summarized as follows. If (j − i) is odd then block SPij
is assigned to Pj . It is assigned to Pi otherwise.
The advantages of the alternative bidirectional projection
mapping can be summarized in three points:
•
•
•

The load balancing calculation: O(n3 /p) time step per
processor (see theorem 3 below).
Clarity and ease of implementation of communication
scheme.
Reduced to half the number of messages communicated
in the algorithm: decreasing to half the number of
processors receiving the block SPij once calculated.
Indeed, half of the blocks which are above and in right
of this block are held by the two processors Pi and Pj .

The treatments performed during each step of the algorithm
is different from one processor to another. For the progressive
calculation scenario, in an iteration k a processor can be in
one of the 3 following states:
Active elected : a processor is in this state if it holds one of
the blocks of the on line diagonal. In this case it is involved
in the 3 steps of the loop of algorithm 2.
Active non-elected : a processor is in this state if it does
not hold any the blocks of the on line diagonal. In this case
it is only involved in steps 2 and 3 of the loop of algorithm
2.
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Non-active : it is the case when the intervention of the
processor in the algorithm has ended.
For the postponed calculation scenario, in an iteration k a
processor Pi can be in one of 2 states. Active if it holds one
of the blocks of the on line diagonal or Non-active otherwise.
Theorem 3 (Complexity): Using the alternative bidirectional projection mapping, both versions of our BSP/CGM
solution (both Algorithm 2 and 5) involve p global communication rounds and O(n3 /p) calculation steps per processors.
Proof: The algorithm need p iterations. At most one
global communication between active processors is necessary
each iteration. Therefore it is obvious that the total number of
communication rounds is p. The proof of the time complexity per processor is straightforward. Just observe that each
processor computes O(p) blocks, each involving to perform
O(p) times procedure 3 and once procedure 4 (each involving
O(n3 /p3 ) time steps, see lemma 3).
a) Note: This mapping corresponds better to progressive version of the algorithm, for which it provides, in
addition to load balancing, continuity of activity, without
idleness, for each processor from start to the end of its
intervention in the algorithm 2.
Lemma 4: In each communication round each processor
communicates O(n2 /p) data items.
Proof: In each communication round at worst case a processor communicate O(p) blocks, each with size O(n2 /p2 ).
Thereby, increasing the size of problems does not cause the
increase in the number of messages communicated. Therefore
it follows directly that:
Theorem 4 (problem-size scalability): Both
versions
(progressive and postponed calculation) of our BSP/CGM
solution (Algorithms 2 and 5) are scalable with scaled
problem-size (i.e. They do not lose their performance with
increased problem-size).
VII. I MPLEMENTATION
We present in this section results and statistics from the
implementation of our BSP / CGM solution applied to the Matrix Chain Ordering problem. This is the implementation of
Algorithm 2 (Progressive calculation scenario). This choice
is justified by the fact that this version is more suitable to
the Alternative bidirectional projection mapping, It exploits
all its advantages.
A. Environment and implementation tools
We implemented this algorithm on a Beowulf cluster
made up of a front node and a set of 10 computing nodes
(Athlon bi-processors) connected via Ethernet (1 Gbit/s).
The programming language used is C. The inter-processor
communications are done via MPI library (MPICH2 Version).

B. Experimental results
To fully explore the performance of our algorithm, results
presented here are from its execution for different values of
the couple (N, P ) where:
• P is the number of processors and takes values in
{1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 20};
• N is the size (number of data) of the problem and takes
values in {200.400, . . . , 2000}. For the Matrix chain
ordering problem, N is the number of matrices in the
chain. The dimensions of corresponding matrices are
randomly drawn.
Tables III, IV and V are respectively the values of local
computation time, communication time and total running
time for configurations (N, P ) with (P ∈ {1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 20})
and (N ∈ {200.400, . . . , 2000}). In these tables, each of the
results presented for the time values (computation, communication and running) is the maximum value measured on
all processors for configuration (N, P ) in question. Figure
6 shows the curves corresponding to the table V. Based
on the values of the last column (P = 20) of each tables
(III, IV et V), the Figure 7 shows the changes in the total
running time, communication time and local computation
time for N ∈ {200.400, . . . , 2000}. Figure 8 shows the
changes in communication rates and local computing rates
for N ∈ {200, 400, . . . , 2000}. Table II shows the local
computation time for each processor configurations (N, P )
with (P = 20) and (N ∈ {200.400, . . . , 2000}).
C. Analysis
1) For communications: We observe from the curves of
Figure 7 that the communication time of algorithm does not
explode with increased problem-size (N ). Better yet, figure
8, shows that it becomes less and less important on the total
running cost when N >= 1200. Indeed, It’s the value at
which protocol overhead becomes insignificant compared to
effective communication cost.
These results are fully compatible with results expected in
design. Indeed, as stated by Theorem 4, our algorithm is
scalable with scaled problem-size.
2) For computations: Load balancing is satisfactory. Indeed, we observe from the values of table II that 65%
processors have a load at worst ≈ ±10% of the average
load. The load of the other processors is, at worst, ≈ ±25%
of the average load.
Those of the extremities (Pi ∈ {P0 , P1 , P17 , P19 }) have
≈ 125% of the average load and those in the middle
(Pi ∈ {P8 , P9 , P10 }) are ≈ 75% of the average load.
This slight difference in load distribution was expected. It
results from the nature of the studied problem where the
computational load required for calculation of a block differs
from a diagonal to each other. Thus, although our mapping
assigns an equal number of blocks for all processors, their
computing loads are not all the same.
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Figure 6: Total running time for

MCOP (N, P )

with P ∈ {1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 20} and N ∈ {200, 400, . . . , 2000}

Figure 7: Changes in the total running time, communication time and local computation time for N ∈ {200.400, . . . , 2000}
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Figure 8: Changes in communication rates and local computing rates for N ∈ {200, 400, . . . , 2000}

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we are presented a scalable CGM parallel
solution for an important polyadic non-serial dynamic programming problems class.
Two execution scenarios are proposed. Progressive and
Postponed Calculation Scenario. Both scenarios ensures the
same global calculation load per processor. However, the
Progressive Scenario corresponds better to the proposed
mapping strategy, for which it provides, in addition to load
balancing, continuity of activity for each processor from start
to the end of its intervention. Hence, it gives a better global
execution time.
The presented implementation of the progressive execution
scenario:
• Confirms that our solution is scalable with scaled
problem-size. It doesn’t lose its performance with increased problem-size.
• Shows that there is not a considerable gap between the
estimated load balancing and the effective one.
• Shows that an enhancement is possible on the load
balancing by a cooperation of the processors (with nonactive state) to balance the load on each iteration of the
algorithm. That is our futue goal.
The progressive scenario version accelerates the algorithm
by overlapping the calculation and communication but complicates the application of classical load balancing techniques.

Quite the contrary the Postponed scenario version does not
overlap the calculation and communication but facilitates the
load balancing. A comparison study of, the load balancing
Versus global running time, for the two scenarios is in
process.
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P = 20
Rang
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19

N
200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000

0.008137
0.007103
0.005982
0.006255
0.006120
0.005550
0.004367
0.007372
0.003415
0.004147
0.003857
0.005496
0.005274
0.006896
0.004798
0.008645
0.005504
0.006665
0.005619
0.006328

0.054605
0.050031
0.041138
0.043967
0.140080
0.037935
0.030373
0.035804
0.022689
0.027029
0.027079
0.034529
0.031473
0.041065
0.031431
0.040464
0.037045
0.048017
0.037363
0.047076

0.172152
0.167166
0.135262
0.143564
0.113030
0.123384
0.096107
0.108797
0.075098
0.088182
0.086279
0.108532
0.095938
0.125344
0.105086
0.135766
0.122925
0.156272
0.123522
0.154086

0.399380
0.395068
0.315929
0.330546
0.261058
0.285480
0.221807
0.256482
0.170446
0.205168
0.197619
0.245413
0.216593
0.277177
0.240910
0.307469
0.288122
0.359238
0.290516
0.359755

0.770554
0.755505
0.614113
0.640130
0.507805
0.547203
0.436234
0.495368
0.330289
0.393075
0.382443
0.484570
0.412152
0.520708
0.464727
0.593852
0.555076
0.696638
0.563377
0.697255

1.309897
1.309840
1.046169
1.094895
0.865991
0.944525
0.740293
0.843774
0.558623
0.670007
0.663321
0.816053
0.703003
0.888894
0.797409
1.014658
0.943943
1.194856
0.958473
1.187536

2.055048
2.067892
1.649759
1.720335
1.369707
1.485640
1.367305
1.337712
0.884747
1.053392
1.041204
1.284391
1.106849
1.394697
1.259850
1.597696
1.496755
1.883086
1.529225
1.875181

3.072050
3.060224
2.455611
2.565601
2.036364
2.188853
1.732931
1.967153
1.316786
1.572039
1.535486
1.917789
1.634977
2.075681
1.866085
2.382778
2.234129
2.801829
2.277268
2.794483

4.333846
4.337270
3.491923
3.638650
2.881598
3.126759
2.456687
2.797231
1.845886
2.206072
2.177655
2.705722
2.313826
2.957218
2.646799
3.361267
3.164038
3.975725
3.211439
4.010385

5.937322
5.946583
4.789611
5.003514
3.942185
4.282908
3.360618
3.854000
2.538804
3.036109
2.994441
3.713758
3.171906
4.018432
3.621675
4.611155
4.332933
5.428330
4.442097
5.506660

MCOP (N, P )

Table II: Computation time per processor for

N
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000

1

2

4

P
5

8

10

20

0.027016
0.221436
1.106127
2.725163
6.475160
11.126984
18.629225
51.768217
40.729206
56.434130

0.078186
0.614455
2.298592
5.164386
11.136148
19.590039
33.246447
52.775816
74.496324
113.751110

0.037434
0.283954
0.933176
2.245253
4.525545
8.390959
13.664828
19.767880
29.478995
41.008974

0.028634
0.212897
0.705729
1.662998
3.259982
5.705976
9.559210
15.293948
21.636960
29.490971

0.018671
0.140708
0.460139
1.075281
2.088273
3.585215
5.691961
8.568438
12.330144
17.138589

0.011999
0.092032
0.306787
0.720032
1.372446
2.384801
3.800068
5.649521
7.980792
11.046774

0.006328
0.047076
0.154086
0.359755
0.697255
1.187536
1.875181
2.794483
4.010385
5.506660

Table III: Local computation times for

N
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000

with P = 20 and N ∈ {200, 400, . . . , 2000}

MCOP(N, P )

with P ∈ {1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 20} and N ∈ {200, 400, . . . , 2000}

1

2

4

P
5

8

10

20

0.000016
0.000017
0.000017
0.000018
0.000018
0.000018
0.000019
0.000018
0.000018
0.000019

0.001041
0.003650
0.007033
0.012746
0.026359
0.038107
0.065069
0.079076
0.144825
0.264274

0.021104
0.182352
0.489128
1.140829
3.537700
4.285804
10.356164
9.864651
22.215249
30.835883

0.017718
0.118603
0.635416
1.186119
1.735962
4.041201
9.887929
15.270002
14.673784
24.722030

0.114303
0.162946
0.194461
0.536309
1.292944
2.230097
3.317109
5.633991
11.366693
11.541353

0.214121
0.253516
0.451415
0.534522
0.915611
1.923415
3.164895
5.173860
7.894045
10.163786

1.340274
1.149181
1.106762
1.410218
1.527153
1.762362
1.822287
1.953871
2.895170
3.419593

Table IV: Communication times for

MCOP (N, P )

with P ∈ {1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 20} and N ∈ {200, 400, . . . , 2000}
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N
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000

1

2

4

P
5

8

10

20

0.027032
0.221453
1.106144
2.725181
6.475178
11.127002
18.629244
51.768235
40.729224
56.434149

0.079227
0.618105
2.305625
5.177132
11.162507
19.628146
33.311516
52.854892
74.641149
114.015384

0.058538
0.466306
1.422304
3.386082
8.063245
12.676763
24.020992
29.632531
51.694244
71.844857

0.046352
0.331500
1.341145
2.849117
4.995944
9.747177
19.447139
30.563950
36.310744
54.213001

0.132974
0.303654
0.654600
1.611590
3.381217
5.815312
9.009070
14.202429
23.696837
28.679942

0.226120
0.345548
0.758202
1.254554
2.288057
4.308216
6.964963
10.823381
15.874837
21.210560

1.346602
1.196257
1.260848
1.769973
2.224408
2.949898
3.697468
4.748354
6.905555
8.926253

Table V: Total running time for

MCOP (N, P )

with P ∈ {1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 20} and N ∈ {200, 400, . . . , 2000}
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